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Why does a vision have to be single minded?

In 1924, two old friends, Assar Gabrielsson and Gustaf Larsson,
sat down for a crayfish dinner and discussed the idea of starting
a Swedish car company.

They believed that with Assar’s sales skills (and dapper suits)
and Gustav’s engineering expertise (and honest face) they
could make it happen. And they did. On April 14th 1927 their
first car left the factory in Hisingen, Göteborg and Volvo was born.

TWO HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE.



Volvo don’t make two-seater cars. We don’t think they’re very friendly. We did make one once, mind - The p1900.Volvo don’t make two-seater cars. We don’t think they’re very friendly. We did make one once, mind - The p1900.Volvo don’t make two-seater cars. We don’t think they’re very friendly. We did make one once, mind - The p1900.
But it was so unpopular that we abandoned the whole idea after only 68 cars. So maybe others agreed with us.But it was so unpopular that we abandoned the whole idea after only 68 cars. So maybe others agreed with us.But it was so unpopular that we abandoned the whole idea after only 68 cars. So maybe others agreed with us.
These days, when it comes to seats, we think the more the merrier. Currently our record is seven.These days, when it comes to seats, we think the more the merrier. Currently our record is seven.These days, when it comes to seats, we think the more the merrier. Currently our record is seven.

4 seats are better than 2



YOU’D BE AMAZED WHAT YOU CAN DO
WHEN YOU DO IT TOGETHER

Circle Sit-Down

1. Form a large circle facing the centre.

2. All make a quarter turn to the left.
3. Ensure you are roughly a foot behind the person in front, 
    facing the back of them.

4. At the count of three, sit down on the knees of the person behind.

5. Relax and take it easy.



None of us is as smart as all of us.
kenneth blanchard



Take turns picking
the car music.

Ring the doorbell
instead of honking.

We Thinking
(Nos 35-47)

Drive-Through staff. Always check
that coffee lids are on properly.

Slow down for puddles
next to bus stops.

Respect the Sat Nav.
She’s doing her best.

Older kids. Let younger ones sit
in the front once in a while.

Hand over a stick of
gum with your toll fare. Always wave people off.

Sleepy passengers. Stay awake
to keep the driver company.

Wait until you’re out
the car to pass wind.

Parking attendants.
Give drivers a break.

Drivers. Give parking
attendants a break.

We thinking (nos 37-49)



sometimes, volvo bring people together      in ways we’d never imagined.
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Better
together



STICKS IN A BUNDLE ARE UNBREAKABLE.
PROVERB



BETTER TOGETHER

Why don’t we all share the road?

“Shared space” schemes in Sweden, Holland and Britain have
proved that when you remove the traffic lights, signs, white lines
and even pavements then accidents are significantly reduced.

Without markings, road users have to rely on eye contact and gestures
and slow down to read these subtler signs. And because the
road now belongs to everyone, nobody feels their space is being invaded.

Turns out we all get along just fine.



we call itwe call it ‘the marriage point’. it happens about 1000 times a day. and as yet, not a single divorceit happens about 1000 times a day. and as yet, not a single divorcethere is a place on the volvo production line where the car body is lowered on to the chassis and the two become one.



EVEN THE LONE RANGER HAD A COMPANION



city safety technology.
because sometimes, together is bad.



 If you happen to visit volvo HQ at lunchtime (and if so, we highly recomend the Kottsoppa)

take a look at the canteen seating arrangements.It’s a small detail but we’ve added round tables. it means that everyone’s included in thE conversation, 

people from different departments get to know each other, and no one gets sat on their own.

(the Ostkaka’s pretty good too.)



Together isn’t just better.
it’s better for you.
A 1999 study in the British Medical Journal found that strong
relationships and close companionship are more important in
determining longevity than blood pressure and cholesterol levels.
In fact, a good social life is as important as regular exercise.





The parable of The Jaguar and the Volvo

In 1961, the producers of TV series The Saint asked Jaguar
for permission to use the E-Type in the show. Jaguar refused,
believing they didn’t need the extra publicity. 

So the producers asked us if they could use the P1800.
We were happy to oblige. We didn’t mind being number two.
Roger Moore wasn’t their first choice either. 

Seven years on the P1800 was one of the most famous 
cars in the world. And in the late seventies Jaguar jumped 
at the chance to have the XJS appear in follow up series
Return of the Saint.



Better
together

steam powered road vechicle 
nicolas-joseph cugnot, 1769

electric carriage 
robert anderson, 1839 

gasoline powered road vehicle  
karl friedrich benz, 1886

gottleib wilhelm daimler, 1886

windscreen wipers 
mary anderson, 1903

engine muffler
hiram percy maxim, 1909

l point seatbelt 
Edward j claghorn 1885

powersteering 
francis w. davis, 1951

car radio
paul galvin, 1929

fuel injection sytem
adams farwell, 1910

Internal combustion engine 
etienne lenoir, 1860 

ni kolous augustus otto, 1876

car heater
thomas ahearn, 1890

disc brakes 
frederick william lanchester,1901

spark plug (for engine)
oliver lodge, 1855

battery 
thomas edison,1903

radiator 
alphonse beau de rochas, 1862

odometer
chang heng, 125 ad

3 point safety belt 
nils bohlin, 1959

turn signals 
buick,1938

vulcanized rubber
charles goodyear, 1844

oil filter
ernest sweetland, 1923

the idea of using steam power to replace 
horse herd of alexandria, 150 bc

transmission
leonard dyer, 1908

drum brakes
louis renault, 1920

Internal combustion engine 
etienne lenoir, 1860 

ni kolous augustus otto, 1876

drive shaft 
louis renault, 1898

the idea of an automated carriage  
leonardo da vinci, late 1400’s

gasoline powered road vehicle  
karl friedrich benz, 1886

gottleib wilhelm daimler, 1886

fender 
frederik simms, 1901

Wheel
anonymous caveman,

8000 bc






